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Efficient Collision Detection and Detach Control
for Convex Prisms in Precision Manipulation

Dengpeng Xing , Fangfang Liu, Song Liu , and De Xu , Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—This paper proposes an efficient and accurate
method for collision detection between convex prisms in
precision alignment and a detach controller based on the
contact location for the collision occurrence. We project
the objects onto an appropriate plane and detect the col-
lision status considering the relationship between their
planar contours. Efficient methods are presented for the
overlap checking of several elementary contours, and the
way to obtain the vertices of the projected shapes is also
introduced. The detection is then accelerated by classifying
into the corresponding case based on the relative configu-
ration and using the efficient planar checking to replace the
cubic calculation. A detach controller is presented to im-
mediately separate the objects according to the contact lo-
cation once collision occurs. The computational efficiency
and comparison are demonstrated in simulations, and
experiments are carried out to validate the detection and
the controller.

Index Terms—Collision detection, convex prism, detach
controller.

I. INTRODUCTION

A S COMMONLY used in physically based simulation,
robotics, etc., collision detection determines whether the

two or more shapes collide and returns a contact manifold if
collision occurs. With different requirements in various appli-
cations, collision detection methods are still one of the research
focuses in recent years [1], and they need to be fast, accurate,
and robust in complex physics engines. These methods basically
apply in virtual environment and experiment.

In virtual simulation, the object can be rigid or deformable. A
progressive refinement framework for collision detection is pro-
vided in [2], and the package SWIFT is released to accelerate the
status query between moving convex rigid polyhedra. To han-
dle deformable models, an interactive algorithm is presented
to detect intersections between severely deforming polygonal
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objects using a set of axis aligned bounding boxes [3]. The
object’s shape can also be nonconvex, and in [4], a sampling
algorithm is proposed to utilize the offline precomputation and
to perform the nearest-neighbor query of the penetration depth
between nonconvex models. The collision status can also be
detected along a trajectory, given two model configurations,
and in [5], continuous collision detection queries are performed
between triangulated models using Bernstein basis and Bézier
curves to evaluate signs of polynomials. Most works use trian-
gles or higher order primitives to represent the complex geo-
metric models and some bounding volume hierarchies are also
employed in order to increase the query efficiency. These raise a
tradeoff between efficiency and accuracy, and the performance
is dependent on the model complexity, materials, and shapes.

As an essential part for trajectory or path planning and a
good way of dealing with disturbance, collision detection, and
avoidance is often used for keeping marginal distance between
objects. One of its core problems is the planning of the collision-
free paths/trajectories in dynamic environments, in which the
object employs a continuous sensing-control cycle to navigate
in an environment with obstacles or other entities [6], [7]. In this
domain, convex objects are usually concerned or convex pieces
are segmented from complex models. Many existing meth-
ods employ potential fields to guide an object toward its goal,
with a repulsive potential to ensure collision avoidance [8]. To
address avoidance in the dynamic environment, a safety cylin-
drical region is established around the center, and the avoidance
algorithm activates only when this region is invaded [9]. By
assuming the velocities of the obstacles can be calculated on-
line, some approaches control the object depending on the rel-
ative speed of each obstacle [10]. Collision avoidance has been
applied in many areas, such as formation [11], haptic guid-
ance [12], autonomous vehicles [13], etc. To online predict the
collision, a geometry-based method [14] is presented in path
planning among adversarial obstacles. To handle noisy sensor
or partial observations, the prior collision queries are stored and
the collision probability of a new sample is predicted, using ap-
proximate k-nearest neighbor to find the closest configuration
[15]. In [16], collision avoidance is considered in path planning
for cooperative dual-crane lifting in complex 3-D environments.

Precision manipulation or assembly aims at achieving high
precision in object positioning and alignment, with micro-
scopes. It raises worldwide attention because of its capability
of manipulating small objects in high accuracy, and substan-
tial works have been done in recent years [17]. For efficient
operation in precision assembly, an insertion strategy based on
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probabilistic model is used in [18], which greatly decreases the
insertion steps. Microscope helps to obtain high-precision vi-
sual feedback, while it also has the property of small view depth
and small view field, which requires at least two microscopes
to obtain 3-D observation [19]. Such a problem may cause the
mutual block of objects in the view of cameras, and collision
detection becomes a necessity to manipulate small objects in
such a narrow view field. To improve the detection efficiency,
projection methods are proposed in [20] for collision detection
between two cylindrical objects and in [21] for efficient dis-
tance computation. This algorithm provides quick calculation
but only applies for cylindrical shapes, limiting its usage to
complex shapes.

In precision manipulation, objects move in the micro oper-
ational space, whose size is limited by the small view depth
and view field of microscopes. Collision is possible due to dis-
turbances, measurement errors, or misoperation, and collision
detection is a necessary topic to safely navigate in precision
manipulation. Furthermore, since the objects in precision ma-
nipulation are small sized and easy broken, the accuracy and
efficiency of collision detection are both required, as well as the
immediate reaction once collision appears for object protection.
Based on these requirements, this paper intends to efficiently de-
tect collision without losing accuracy and detach objects based
on the contact location. Convex prism is a common type of
objects to be operated, e.g., even cylinder can be seen as an
n-gonal prism where n approaches infinity. This paper focuses
on the collision detection of convex prisms by projecting onto an
appropriate plane and determining the status based on the pro-
jected contours. This dimensionality reduction greatly improves
computational efficiency despite leading to nine cases according
to the objects’ configurations. We propose efficient methods to
consider the intersection between a polygon and five elementary
contours, and employ a policy of detecting while projecting to
use these planar detection for each case to accelerate the cubic
calculation. For collision settings, a detach controller is intro-
duced based on the contact location for proper reaction. We have
implemented simulations and experiments for verification and
comparisons.

The main contribution of this paper is the efficient and ac-
curate algorithm for collision detection of convex prisms in
precision manipulation. We project the objects onto a plane and
use lower dimensional contours to detect the higher dimensional
collision. Compared with other methods, it can greatly improve
the detection efficiency: 4% average computation cost of the
SWIFT method. The difference from [20] lies in the object
shape: the cylinder has a circular-end surface and this regularity
simplifies the detection; while the prism has an irregular end sur-
face: random number of vertices and random distance and angle
of each vertex to its center subjected to the convex constraint.
This property renders different ways of projection, contour anal-
ysis, and shape overlap. Moreover, the method in [20] can be
viewed as a special case of this paper, where the prism is an
infinity-gonal shape with an equal distance between vertex and
its center. The drawback of the proposed method is the imple-
mentation complexity in some cases where contour violation
occurs.

Fig. 1. Object projection.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM

The characteristics of precision manipulation include the fol-
lowing.

1) The objects are small-sized, in micron to millimeter di-
mension, and commonly thin-walled, within dozens of
microns.

2) The material is highly related to the application and the
objects can be brittle, deformable, or even with surface
coating.

3) Microscopes are used for state observation, whose prop-
erties are small view depth and view field.

4) For even smaller objects, e.g., micro-objects, the molec-
ular forces, such as adhesive force, van der waals force,
etc., are necessary concerns in dealing with the object
interaction [22].

These characteristics determine the peculiarity of collision
detection in precision manipulation: the requirement of accu-
racy and efficiency. Those small objects are manipulated in the
micro operational space, which is very small since all micro-
scopes need to clearly view the objects simultaneously. This
results in demanding of careful navigation as the objects have
to stay closely and they even block each other in all views. Due
to disturbances, measurement errors, or misoperation, collision
is not neglectable. Once this unexpected contact happens, fast
detection and detachment is the last effort for object protection.

Consider two convex prisms a and b, as shown in Fig. 1,
which are held by the lower and upper grippers. The surface of
object a consists of na rectangles and an na -sided polygonal
base and the object b has the same shape replacing na with nb .
The vertex sets are labeled as va and vb and the sets of the edges
between vertices are labeled as ea and eb . The axis directions
of the objects are labeled as da and db .

To improve the detection efficiency, we present a projection
method to detect 3-D collision with planar contours and the idea
derivation of this approach is listed as below. In any microscopic
view, if the objects’ contours have no overlap, noncollision is
ensured and otherwise we need to further check given relative
position and posture. In common, for noncollision objects, there
always exists a view plane on which the objects’ projections
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Fig. 2. Typical examples between a polygon and a point (a), or a line
segment (b), or a half-line (c), or a very long rectangle (d), or a polygon
(e).

do no overlap, but it is inefficient to find this view plane. For
generality, we project the objects onto the plane that includes
the end surface of one object a, for example, and the projected
shape of the object a is an na -sided polygonal. Viewing from the
direction da , we do not project the object bs part that is below the
projection plane. According to the two objects’ relative position
and posture, the projection of the object b can be null, a point,
a line segment, a half-line, a long rectangle, and a polygon.
Therefore, the 3-D detection changes to the overlap problem
between two planar shapes. Dimensionality reduction leads to
multiple cases in which appropriate planar overlap methods
are used. Furthermore, we employ a projecting-while-detecting
policy to further speed up calculation time. When collision is
detected, the detach controller is activated based on the contact
location to separate the objects along an appropriate direction.

III. COLLISION DETECTION OF ELEMENTARY CONTOURS

Fig. 2 shows five contour types of projecting a convex prism
onto a plane, including a point, a half-line, a line segment, a
rectangle with unlimited edges in one direction, and a polygon.
The following considers whether overlap occurs between the
projected shapes.

Fig. 2(a) shows the position relationship between a point and
a polygon. Use polar coordinates to represent the position of the
point p and obtain its polar angle θp . Search in the polygon and
find the neighbor vertices vi and vi−1 with polar angle θi−1 and
θi , so that θp ∈ [θi−1, θi). The parameter to determine whether
the point p lies inside of the polygon yields

Δp(p,v) = [vi × (vi−1 − vi)] · [(vi − p) × (vi−1 − vi)]
(1)

where Δp(p,v) demonstrates whether the point p locates inside
the polygon determined by the vertex set v or not, “×” is the
cross product, and “·” is the dot product. Δp < 0 means the
point is outside the polygon. If collide, the contact point locates

sp(p) = p (2)

where sp(p) is the vector pointing from the convex center to the
contact point.

As to the position relationship between a line segment and a
polygon, there are two instances in which they collide. One is
that at least one of the two endpoints p1 and p2 is not outside
the polygon, which can be distinguished using (1), and the other
is that the line segment has intersections with the polygon, as
shown in Fig. 2(b). Label the points’ polar angles as θp1 and
θp2 and define the set S1 in which the polygonal vertices satisfy
θi ∈ [θp1 , θp2 ]. The intersection between the line segment and
the polygon is determined by

ζ1 = min
vi ∈S1

[p1 × (p2 − p1)] · [(p1 − vi) × (p2 − p1)] (3)

where ζ1 ≤ 0 means the line segment passes through the poly-
gon. Adding the two instances together leads to

Δl(p1,p2,v)=

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

−1, Δp(p1,v) ≥ 0 ∪ Δp(p2,v) ≥ 0

−1, ζ1 ≤ 0

1, otherwise

(4)

where Δl(p1,p2,v) is the parameter detecting the collision
between a line segment and a polygon. Δl > 0 means no inter-
section between the line segment and the polygon. If collide,
the contact point locates

sl(p1,p2,v) =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

sp(p1), Δp(p1,v) ≥ 0

sp(p2), Δp(p2,v) ≥ 0

pc , otherwise

(5)

where sl(p1,p2,v) represents the contact point location and pc

is the cross point between the line p1p2 and C0vi .
It is similar to investigate the intersection between a half-line

and a polygon, as shown in Fig. 2(c). Label θp as the point’s
polar angle and θd to represent the direction d. Define the set S2

as the vertex set in which θi ∈ [θd, θp ] holds. The intersection
between these two shapes is determined by

ζ2 = min
vi ∈S2

(p × d) · [(p − vi) × d] (6)

where ζ2 ≤ 0 means there exists an intersection between the
half-line and the polygon. The parameter indicating the collision
status between them yields

Δh(p,d,v) =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

−1, Δp(p,v) ≥ 0

−1, ζ2 ≤ 0

1, otherwise

(7)

where Δh(p,d,v) < 0 represents that the half-line starting
from the point p and directing in d intersects with the poly-
gon v. When collision occurs, the contact location yields

sh(p,v) =

{
sp(p), Δp(p,v) ≥ 0

pc otherwise
(8)

where sh(p,v) is the contact point location and pc is the cross
point between the line C0vi and the half-line.

Fig. 2(d) considers the relationship between a polygon and a
rectangle whose edges are of unlimited length along the direc-
tion d. No intersection can be asserted between the two shapes
if the line segment p1p2 lies outside the polygon and the edges
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do not cross the polygon. To check the latter, transform the two
shapes into the coordinates of Oq − xqyqzq , where the origin
sets at C0, yq is parallel with d, zq is parallel with z, and the ro-
tational matrix is qR = [d × z,d,z]−1. Describing each point
and vertex in the new coordinates yields

qvi = qRvi ,
qpj = qRpj (9)

where qvi and qpj are the expression of the polygon vertices and
the point in Oq . The polar angle of each vertex is recomputed
as q θi , and the sets

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

S3 = {qvi |q θi ∈
(
q θp1 ,

π
2

)}
S4 = {qvi |q θi ∈

(
π
2 , q θp2

)}
S5 = {qvi |q θi ∈ (q θp2 ,

q θp1)}
(10)

where S3 is the set whose polar angle is within q θp1 and π
2 if

qp1 locates on the right xq axis, S4 is the vertex set in which
the polar angle is within q θp2 and π

2 if qp2 locates on the left xq

axis, and S5 is the set including the vertices that are within the
sector from q θp2 to q θp1 . Use the following parameter

η(qvi ,
qpj ) =

(−qpj × yq

) · [(qvi − qpj

) × yq

]
(11)

where η(qvi ,
qpj ) determines if the vertex qvi and the geometry

center qC0 locate on the same side of the vertical line passing
the point qpj . Considering the above-mentioned two equations
leads to

ζ3 =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

minq vi ∈S3 η(qvi ,
qp1), qp1 · xq > 0

minq vi ∈S4 η(qvi ,
qp2), qp2 · xq < 0

minq vi ∈S5(
qp1 − qvi) · yq , otherwise

(12)

where ζ3 is the parameter to detect if the edges parallel with
d pass through the polygon. Combining the above-mentioned
parameter and (3) results in

Δr (p1,p2,d,v) =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

−1, Δl(p1,p2,v) < 0

−1, ζ3 ≤ 0

1, otherwise

(13)

where Δr (p1,p2,d,v) < 0 means collision between the poly-
gon v and the rectangle determined by two points p1 and p2
and the direction d. When collision occurs, the contact location
yields

sr (p1,p2,v) =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

sp(p1), Δp(p1,v) ≥ 0

sp(p2), Δp(p2,v) ≥ 0

pc otherwise

(14)

where sr (p1,p2,v) represents the contact point location and pc

is the cross point between the lines C0vi and the rectangle.
An iterative method is proposed to detect the collision status

between two polygons, which is shown in Fig. 2(e). Draw a line
connecting the geometry centers C0 and C1, and it intersects the
polygon’s edges. The vertices on the edges can be obtained by
searching around the polar angle of C0C1: label pk−1 and pk as
the edge vertices of the polygon C1 and vi−1 and vi as the edge
vertices of the polygon C0. We first use Δl to check if the edge

pk−1pk intersects the polygon C0, and if not, determine which
point, between pk−1 and pk , is closer to the polygon C0 using

ζ4 = ‖(vi−1 − vi) × (pk − vi−1)‖2

− ‖(vi−1 − vi) × (pk−1 − vi−1)‖2 (15)

where ζ4 < 0 means pk is closer to the other polygon than
pk−1. The result of which point is closer decides later iteration
direction, and the following two parameters are used to represent
the closer point and the iteration direction

{
k0 = k, k1 = 1, ζ4 ≤ 0

k0 = k − 1, k1 = −1, otherwise
(16)

where k0 means the vertex number of the closer one and k1

means the iteration direction. Project the closer point pk0
onto

the line vi−1vi , and check whether the projection point locates
on the iteration extension of the line, which is

ζ5 =

{(
pk0

− vi−1
) · (vi−1 − vi) , ζ4 ≤ 0

(
pk0

− vi

) · (vi − vi−1) , otherwise
(17)

where ζ5 > 0 means pk0
locates on the line’s iteration extension.

If the projection point of pk0
lies outside the line vi−1vi , use

vi−k1−1 and vi−k1 to replace vi−1 and vi . The next step is to see
if the direction −−−−−−→pk0

pk0+k1
points toward −−−−→vi−1vi

ζ6 =
[(

pk0+k1
− pk0

) × (vi − vi−1)
] · z (18)

where ζ6 ≥ 0 confirms noncollision. If ζ6 < 0, we turn to use Δp

to check if pk0+k1
is inside the polygon C0. If inside, collision

is ensured, and otherwise replace the point pk0
with pk0+k1

and
repeat the above-mentioned detection until a contact status is
determined. For collision, the contact location yields

sc(p,v) =

{
sl(pi ,pi−1,v), Δl(pi ,pi−1,v) ≤ 0

sp(pk0+k1
), otherwise

(19)

where sc(p,v) is the position vector of the contact point be-
tween the polygons p and v.

IV. COLLISION DETECTION OF CONVEX PRISMS

A. Projection

On the geometry center of object a is set the origin of the co-
ordinates Oa − xayaza , where za is coincident with da , and the
rotational matrix aRw transforms from the world coordinates
to Oa . Select the object as end surface as the projection plane,
and project the object bs part, which is no upper than as end
surface, onto this plane. In the coordinates of Oa , the projection
of bs main axis results in

pdb = aRw
da × db × da

‖da × db × da‖2
(20)

where pdb is the projection of db onto the plane. The projection
of the geometry center of bs end surface yields

ΔpCb−a
0 = aRw

(
da × ΔCb−a

0 × da
)

(21)
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where ΔCb−a
0 is the error vector from bs geometry center to as

and ΔpCb−a
0 is the projection location of Cb

0 expressed in the
coordinates of Oa .

Another coordinates Ob − xbybzb are set at Cb
0 with zb paral-

lel with db , and w Rb is the transformation matrix from the world
coordinates to Ob . The coordinates of Ob ′ : the origin sets at the
projection of bs geometry center, yb ′ is along the projection of
db , and zb ′ is opposite to da . The matrix b ′Rw transforming
from the world coordinates to Ob ′ yields

b ′Rw =
[
− db ×da

‖db ×da ‖2

da ×db ×da

‖da ×db ×da ‖2
−da

]−1
. (22)

Let na and nb represent the vertex number of the objects a and
b, and Ca

0 and Cb
0 be their geometry centers. The vertex position

is expressed in different coordinates as

bvb
0,k =

[
ρb

k cos
(

bθb
0,k

)
ρb

k sin
(

bθb
0,k

)
0
]T

vb−a
0,k = ΔCb−a

0 + w Rb
bvb

0,k ,

pvb−a
0,k = aRw

(
da × vb−a

0,k × da
)

pvb
0,k = pvb−a

0,k − ΔpCb−a
0 ,

b ′vb
0,k = zb ′ × b ′Rw

w Rb
bvb

0,k × zb ′ . (23)

where bvb
0,k , pvb

0,k , and b ′vb
0,k are the k vertex of the object bs

end surface expressed in the coordinates of Ob , Oa , and Ob ′ ,
ρb

k and bθb
0,k are the polar parameter of the vertex, vb−a

0,k and
pvb−a

0,k are the vector from Ca
0 to the vertex expressed in the

world coordinates and Oa , and zb ′ is the vertical axis of the
coordinates of Ob ′ . The object as vertices locate at

pva
i = aRw va

i , b ′va
i = b ′Rw

(
va

i − ΔCb−a
0

)
(24)

where pva
i and b ′va

i are the expression of as vertex in the coor-
dinates of Oa and Ob ′ .

The main axes of the two objects may be perpendicular, re-
flected by a parameter

Δ1 = da · db (25)

where Δ1 	= 0 indicates nonperpendicularity. In this scenario,
bs main axis intersects with the projection plane at Cb

1 , whose
projection is

b ′Cb
1 = tan α

(
ΔCb−a

0 · da
)
yb ′ (26)

where b ′Cb
1 is the project of Cb

1 expressed in the coordinates of
Ob ′ , and α is the acute angle between the main axes. The cross
section between the object b and the projection plane is also a
polygon with its vertex position at

b ′vb
1,k = b ′vb

0,k 
 [
1 sec2 α 1

]T + b ′Cb
1 (27)

where 
 is the Hadamard product and b ′vb
1,k is the vertex posi-

tion of the cross section expressed in Ob ′ . The above-mentioned
equation means that compared with the polygon b ′vb

0, the vertex
of vb

1 has the same xb ′ value and expands in yb ′ .
The object bs projection is then a convex polygon combined

by the outer vertices of the polygons b ′vb
0 and b ′vb

1 as well as the

Fig. 3. Violation examples. (a) ΔCb−a
0 · da < 0. (b) ΔCb−a

0 · da ≥ 0.

line connecting these two polygons. Label r and l to represent
the rightmost and leftmost points in the viewpoint of xb ′

b ′vb
0,r · xb ′ = max

1≤k≤nb

b ′vb
0,k · xb ′ ,

b ′vb
0,l · xb ′ = min

1≤k≤nb

b ′vb
0,k · xb ′

(28)

where b ′vb
0,r is the point with maximum projection onto xb ′ ,

b ′vb
0,l has the minimum value along xb ′ , and they correspond to

the polar angle b ′θb
0,r and b ′θb

0,l . Sort the vertices in an ascending
sequence and the following two sets are made

{
S6 = {qvb

1,r , . . . ,
qvb

1,l |q θb
1,r < · · · < qθb

1,l}
S7 = {qvb

0,l , . . . ,
qvb

0,r |q θb
0,l < · · · < qθb

0,r}
(29)

where S6 is the vertex set of the polygon pCb
1 above the con-

necting lines and S7 is the vertex set of the polygon pCb
0 be-

low the connecting lines. The object bs projected polygon is
b ′vb = {S6,S7} and a new center of this contour is set as b ′Cb

by averaging the coordinate values of vertices.
The violation between the polygons b ′vb

0 and b ′vb
1 may happen.

Since the polygons are convex, the bottom point is important in
figuring out the violation

b ′vb
0,b · yb ′ = min

b ′vb
0, k ∈S7

b ′vb
0,k · yb ′ (30)

where b ′vb
0,b is the bottom point. The parameter to distinguish

violation is

Δ2 =
(

b ′vb
1,b − b ′vb

0,b

)
· yb ′ (31)

where Δ2 < 0 means the above-mentioned violation occurs. If
they violate, bs vertex set needs to be rearranged. Fig. 3 shows
two examples in which violation exists in the two polygons. The
intersection (red lines in the figure) between the two polygons
satisfies

b ′vb
cr,b · yb ′ = − cot2 αb ′Cb

1 · yb ′ (32)

where b ′vb
cr,b is the cross point between polygons with a positive

value along xb ′ . Then b ′vb
cr,b · xb ′ is acquired after finding which

edge it belongs to and correspondingly b ′vb
cl,b with a negative

value on the xb ′ axis is obtained. The vertex set for bs projection
is changed by adding the points b ′vb

cr,b and b ′vb
cl,b and discarding

the vertices below the cross points.
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B. Case Classification

Based on the above-mentioned projection and the detection
methods for elementary contours, multiple cases are classified
according to the relative position and posture between the ob-
jects. The parameter used to distinguish whether the object b
has an intersection with the projection plane yields

Δ3 = max
1≤k≤nb

da · vb−a
0,k (33)

where Δ3 is the maximum value of the dot product between da

and all the vertices on bs end surface.
Case 1: Δ3 < 0, the object b is totally above a and no collision

occurs.
As to Δ3 = 0, the object b is no upper than a, where one

or two vertices locate on the projection plane or the two end
surfaces are on the same plane. Further investigation is needed
between the vertices on the projection plane and the object as
projected contours. Cases 2–6 consider Δ1 	= 0.

Case 2: Δ3 = 0 with only one vertex satisfying the equality.
This changes to investigate the relationship between a point and
a polygon, and label the point as pvb−a

k . Δp(pvb−a
k , pva) <

0 means no contact between the two objects, and other-
wise collision happens, with the contact locating at s =
aR−1

w sp(pvb−a
k , pva).

Case 3: Δ3 = 0 and the equality holds in two vertices. It
turns out to be the relationship judgement between a line seg-
ment and a polygon, and label the two points as pvb−a

k−1 and
pvb−a

k . Δl(pvb−a
k−1,

pvb−a
k , pva) < 0 leads to a collision status

and otherwise safety is ensured. If collide, the contact point
locates at s = aR−1

w sl(pvb−a
k−1,

pvb−a
k , pva).

Case 4: Δ3 = 0 and at least three vertices subject to this
condition. This is the case where the two end surfaces are in
the same plane, and it becomes a problem of the relationship
investigation between two polygons. Apply the methods for two
polygons to check if these two shapes intersect, and if they do,
s = b ′R−1

w sc(b ′vb , b ′va) is their contact position.
Following contents explore Δ3 > 0. Fine detection is time-

consuming and we first propose a method to coarsely detect the
two contours. The following three parameters are used

L0 = max
1≤k≤nb

ρb
k , L1 =

L0

cos2 α
, La = max

1≤i≤na
ρa

i (34)

where L0 is the possible maximum radius of the projected poly-
gon corresponding to the object bs end surface, L1 is the possible
maximum radius of the cross section between the object b and
the projection plane, and La is the largest polar radius of the
object a. In the Ob ′ coordinates, use a minimum rectangle to
envelop all kinds of the object bs projection shapes, and non-
collision is promised if the object as contours is outside this
envelope rectangle

Δ4 =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

1, ‖Δb ′Cb−a
0 · xb ′ ‖ − L0 − La > 0

1, Δb ′Cb−a
0 · yb ′ − L0 − La > 0

1, − (
b ′Cb

1 + Δb ′Cb−a
0

) · yb ′ − L1 − La > 0

−1, otherwise

(35)

where Δ4 is a coarse detection parameter.

Fig. 4. Two instances for Case 9.

Case 5: Δ4 > 0, sufficient margin exists between the two
polygons and no collision asserts.

Case 6: Δ4 ≤ 0, and the method for two convex polygons is
applied. To determine the contact position if collision occurs,
define a function

χ(x) =

{
x, x > 0

0, otherwise
(36)

where χ(x) is a step function. Label the contact point found in
the coordinates Ob ′ as b ′vb

c , and passing through this point draw
a vertical line to intersect the bottom of the polygon b ′vb with
the cross point labeled as b ′vb

1,c . The contact point locates

s = b ′R−1
w sc

(
b ′vb , b ′va

)

+ cot αχ
(

b ′vb
1,c · yb ′ − b ′vb

c · yb ′

)
da . (37)

The perpendicular cases, i.e., Δ1 = 0 are discussed below.
Case 7: Only one vertex satisfies Δ3 = 0. The object bs

projection is a half-line, starting from this vertex (label it
as pvb−a

0,k ) and along pdb . Δh(pvb−a
0,k , pdb , pva) > 0 repre-

sents noncollision, and contact otherwise with its location at
s = aR−1

w sh(pvb−a
0,k , pva).

Case 8: Δ3 = 0 with two vertices satisfying the equality.
The object bs projection is a rectangle with unlimited edges
parallel with the direction pdb . Label the two points as pvb−a

k−1

and pvb−a
k , and Δr (pvb−a

k−1,
pvb−a

k , pdb , pva) < 0 corresponds to
a collision status and contacts otherwise. The contact position
is s = aR−1

w sr (pvb−a
k−1,

pvb−a
k , pva).

Case 9: Δ3 < 0. The object bs projected contour is a rectan-
gle, and we need to determine its width. Set a coordinate frame
Om − xm ym zm , whose origin is at Cb

0 , xm is parallel with da ,
and zm is coincident with db . The rotational matrix transform-
ing from Om to the world frame is w Rm =

[
da ,db × da ,db

]
.

Label m vb
0,l and m vb

0,r as the leftmost and rightmost points on
bs end surface in the coordinates Om , and their positions can be
computed resorting to (28). Fig. 4 shows two instances the dif-
ference between which lies in whether the projection plane sur-
passes the leftmost and rightmost points. The projection plane
may intersect with the object b’s end surface at

m vb
c,r · xm = −ΔCb−a

0 · da (38)

where m vb
c,r is the rightmost point of the intersection line be-

tween the object bs end surface and the projection plane. The
rectangle width is determined by the point m vb

c,r if this point is
lower than the rightmost point, and by m vb

0,r otherwise, which
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yields

m vb
r =

{
m vb

c,r ,
(
m vb

0,r − m vb
c,r

) · xm < 0
m vb

0,r , otherwise
(39)

where m vb
r is the point whose projection corresponds to the

rightmost of the projected contour. In the same way, the leftmost
point m vb

l can be obtained. Transforming these two points to
the coordinates of Oa results in

pvb
r = aRm

m vb
r + ΔpCb−a

0 , pvb
l = aRm

m vb
l + ΔpCb−a

0
(40)

where pvb
r and pvb

l are the expression in the coordinates of
Oa . The parameter used to distinguish intersection between a
rectangle and a polygon is applied. Δr (pvb

l ,
pvb

r ,
pdb , pva) > 0

means no collision, and contact otherwise. The projection of
the contact point locates sh = aR−1

w sr (pvb
l ,

pvb
r ,

pva) on the
projection plane, and its distance to the projection plane yields

sv =
⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

χ
(

m vb
l · xm − m vb

c,l · xm

)
da , qR

(
sh − w Rm

m vb
l

)

×xq = 0

χ
(
m vb

r · xm − m vb
c,r · xm

)
da , qR

(
sh − w Rm

m vb
r

)

×xq = 0
[
χ

(
m vb

r · xm

)
+ ΔCb−a

0 · da
]
da , otherwise

(41)

where w Rm = aR−1
w

aRm . The first two rows of the above-
mentioned equation correspond to the distances from m vb

l and
m vb

r to the projection plane, and the last row means the contact
lies on the end surface of the object b. The contact position
yields s = sh + sv .

V. DETACH CONTROLLER

When objects collide in their motion, detach control is needed
to immediately separate them for safety concern. This detach-
ment relates with the position of the contact point, choosing
the direction to maximally push the objects away. Meanwhile,
this controller is designed in terms of the motion state error: a
small force for the almost-arrived state and a large detachment if
the desired state is far away. Regarding these issues, the detach
controller is designed as

ud =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

ε‖Δxd‖2
−→cv , s ∈ va

ε‖Δxd‖2
−→ce , s ∈ ea

ε‖Δxd‖2
da ×(ea

i +ea
i + 1)

‖da ×(ea
i +ea

i + 1)‖2
, da × s × da ∈ va

ε‖Δxd‖2
da ×ea

i

‖da ×ea
i ‖2

, da × s × da ∈ ea

−ε‖Δxd‖2d
a , s · da = 0

ε‖Δxd‖2cc , otherwise

(42)

where ud is the detach force when collision occurs, ε is a positive
parameter, Δxd = x − xd is the state error, ea

i is the edge if
the contact point lies on it or one of the edges beside the contact

Fig. 5. Detach directions for different contact locations.

point if it is a vertex, −→cv and −→ce are the detach directions, and
cc is the shortest distance vector for detachment. In the above-
mentioned equation, the first row stands for the cases in which
the contact point is one of the vertices and the detach direction−→cv is set to push the object b away the contact point, considering
bs main axis. To do that, the direction dv is introduced, which is
the projection of db onto the plane that is perpendicular to the
sum of adjacent edges

dv =

(
ea

i + ea
i+1

) × db × (
ea

i + ea
i+1

)

∥
∥
(
ea

i + ea
i+1

) × db × (
ea

i + ea
i+1

)∥
∥

2

. (43)

−→cv is then determined, as shown in Fig. 5(a), based on the
condition whether dv points away from da

−→cv =

{
dv , dv · [da × (

ea
i + ea

i+1

)] ≥ 0
(
ea

i + ea
i+1

) × dv . otherwise.
(44)

In (42), the second row deals with the cases in which the con-
tact points belong to the edges and the detach direction is −→ce .
Similarly, the direction de is introduced, which is the projection
of db onto the plane that is perpendicular to the edge

de =
ea

i × db × ea
i

‖ea
i × db × ea

i ‖2
. (45)

−→ce is then computed to point outwards da , as shown in Fig. 5(b)

−→ce =

{
de , de · (da × ea

i ) ≥ 0

ea
i × de . otherwise.

(46)

In (42), the third row considers the objects contacting at the
lateral edge, as shown in Fig. 5(c), and the detach direction is
perpendicular to da and the sum of adjacent edges. The fourth
row in (42) and Fig. 5(d) discuss the objects contacting at the side
face, and the detach direction is normal to the side face. The fifth
row in (42), also shown in Fig. 5(e), handles the cases that the
contact point locates on the end surface and the detach direction
is opposite to da . The last row in (42) shows the cases where
the contact point locates inside the object, as shown in Fig. 5(f).
This may happen to flexible objects or in simulation, and the
detach force is along the direction with the shortest distance
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Fig. 6. Projections of eight typical instances for contact detection, where the upper row is the 3-D models, and the lower half is the projection
contours. (a) Case 2. (b) Case 3. (c) Case 4. (d) Case 5. (e) Case 6. (f) Case 7. (g) Case 8. (h) Case 9.

to separate the objects. Label g ∈ [1, nb ] as the index with the
minimum ‖ei × (s − vi) × ei‖2, and comparing between the
distances from the contact point to the side plane and to the end
surface the vector cc yields

cc =

{
eg × (s − vg ) × eg , ‖eg × (s − vg ) × eg‖2 ≤ s · da

− (s · da) da . otherwise.
(47)

Since the environment and the object number may be vari-
ous, long lasting of this detach force may not be appropriate.
Therefore, in this paper, the detach force only functions at the
current step. It can also be regulated according to the strategy
requirement.

VI. SIMULATIONS AND EXPERIMENTS

In simulations, we test the validity of the proposed method
and compare its performance with a popular method used in
animation. In experiments, we apply the detection and con-
trol methods to precision manipulation to demonstrate their
feasibility.

A. Simulations

To show the projected contours, the object a is selected as a
prism whose end surface is regular pentagonal with its circum-
circle’s radius as 2, and the end surface of the object b is chosen
as regular hexagonal with its circumcircle’s radius as 2.5. Fig. 6
shows the projected contours of eight cases for collision detec-
tion, where the upper row is the relative posture in 3-D and the
lower row displays the projected contours. For case 1, there’s
no appearance of object bs shape on the projection plane and as
a result there’s no case 1 in Fig. 6. In Fig. 6(d), the green dashed
is the marginal rectangle for case 5, out of which noncollision
is ensured. Comparing the 3-D configuration and its projection,
we find that the planar contours can reflect the 3-D collision
status and that the projection method decreases the detection
complexity. Besides the examples shown in Fig. 6, a lot of cases
have been simulated, in which the relative position and posture
are randomly set, and the detected statuses of the proposed algo-
rithm and the other methods turn out to be the same. This shows

TABLE I
AVERAGE COMPUTATION RESULTS FOR COMPARISON

Methods case 1 case 2 case 3 case 4 case 5 case 6 case 7 case 8 case 9

projection 0.03 0.10 0.17 0.31 0.09 0.55 0.12 0.20 0.29
SWIFT 5.03 4.96 5.02 5.06 4.99 4.95 5.01 5.09 4.91

the validity of the proposed method. Given accurate position and
posture of objects as well as their geometries, false alarm does
not happen, but due to disturbances and measurement errors, the
input information is not accurate and false alarm may possibly
appear in practice.

Computation time is chosen as the index to evaluate the per-
formance of the proposed method, and as commonly used in
animation, the SWIFT method is employed for comparison. A
computer with Intel i3 3.30 GHz processor is used for the com-
putation, and we first use the objects whose end surfaces are
both the convex polygons with 3600 vertices. Plenty of sim-
ulations are carried out, and Table I shows the average time
cost in each case. The computation efficiency of the projection
method depends on the case: the minimum time cost is 0.03 ms
in case 1 and the longest computation is 0.55 ms in case 6 where
the relationship between two polygons are considered, with an
average spend of 0.2 ms. The ratio between the fastest and slow-
est computation is 6%. From another aspect, the 3-D detection
efficiency varies as considering different planar shapes: the time
cost between a polygon and a point or a line segment or a half-
line averages 0.13 ms; the detection between a polygon and a
unlimited-length rectangle spends 0.25 ms; and the slowest lies
in the consideration between two polygons, about 0.43 ms. The
SWIFT costs are steady to each case and it spends around 5 ms
for average detection. Compared with it, the proposed method
is about 0.6%–11% of computation cost with 4% in average.

The time cost of a collision algorithm relates to the vertex
number of objects and the computation prolongs as the surface
becomes complicated. We select the objects with different ver-
tices and analyze the methods’ time complexity. A hundred of
different positions and postures are initialized for each case and
an average cost result is computed. Fig. 7(a) and (b) presents
the computation time of each case using the projection method
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Fig. 7. Computational time versus vertex number for the two methods.
(a) Cases 1–4. (b) Cases 5–9. (c) Average computation.

Fig. 8. Experimental platform and the objects observed in the horizon-
tal microscopes. (a) Platform. (b) Objects.

with 36, 180, 360, 1800, and 3600 vertices. As can be seen,
the computation time is linear with the complexity of the ob-
ject’s surfaces, and the ratio of each case is different: the largest
ratio lies in case 6, where two polygons with many vertices
are involved, and the smallest belongs to case 1 where only
one condition is checked. The most time-consuming case costs
about extra 0.1 ms as 1000 more vertices are added in the ob-
jects, while the most efficient case spends another 9 μs when
the detection deals with 1000 more vertices, which shows ap-
proximately 9% in the ratio. Fig. 7(c) shows the time cost of
each method versus the objects’ vertex number. Although these
two methods are linear with vertex number, their cost growths
versus vertex number are different: as 1000 more vertices add
into the object, the SWIFT costs 1.3 ms more and the projection
method spends extra 0.037 ms. That is the same to conclude that
the cost growths versus vertex number of the projection method
is about 2.8% of the SWIFT method. These demonstrate that
this projection method has great advantages in computational
efficiency for prism collision detection.

B. Experiments

Experiments are carried out on a platform with six robot arms
and three microscopes, as shown in Fig. 8(a). In this experiment,
only two robot arms and two microscopes are used. The cameras
i and j are GC2450 and PointGrey 50S5M-C whose cell size
is 3.45 μm. As to the upper manipulator, the translational DoFs
are realized by three Suguar KWG06030-G, with resolution of
±0.5μm, and the manual rotation is executed by the tilt stage
Sigma KKD-25C. The lower manipulator uses Micos ES-100
with movement errors within 0.1 μm for vertical elevation, and

KGW06050-L, KGW06075-L, and SGSP-40yaw for rotation.
We have experimented three types of objects: a triangular prism
with side length of 2.8 mm, a quadrangular prism with side
length of 3 mm, and a glass cylinder with diameter of 985 μm.
Fig. 8(b) shows the last two objects observed in the two mi-
croscopes. The usage of the cylinder object intends to show the
general application of the proposed method.

A PD controller is employed to generate the attraction force
to drive the object approaching its desired state and the con-
troller parameters are set as kp = 0.3I6×6 and kd = 0.002I6×6.
The PD controller parameters are regulated with Ziegler–
Nichols method. The detach scaling parameter is chosen as
ε = 10, and 3600 vertices are used to fit the end surface of
the cylinder. The object is expected to move from the ini-
tial state ΔCb−a

0 = [2551,−2780,−1970]Tμm to the desired
state ΔCb−a

0 = [0, 0, 1000]Tμm, and the unchanged postures
are db = [−0.0262,−0.0087, 0.9996]T and da = [0, 0,−1]T .
The initial positions and postures are selected randomly and the
sampling time in experiment is 0.02 s, limited by the frequency
of the cameras.

Fig. 9 shows the figures as the object b moves from its initial
state to the desired state, where the upper sequence is the views
from the microscope i and the lower is from the microscope
j. The object a is placed so that the diagonals of the square
are parallel with the x and y axes. Therefore, in the second to
fourth configurations, the two objects block each other in the
two views but collision only occurs in the third figure. To show
the detection results, Fig. 10 displays the objects’ contours on
the projection plane. These contours also reflect the relative
movement between the two objects: the first three contours cor-
respond to case 5 and the center projections of the objects move
closer; the rest contours correspond to case 6, where objects are
too close to be coarsely detected; and the last contour indicates
the upper object ascends so that the shape violation happens. It
can also be seen although the objects are blocked at 4 s (also
applied at 3 s) in the view planes, they are not in collision con-
cluded from the viewpoint of the projection plane. After 6 s, the
upper object has no projected shape and then case 1 applies. The
whole detection cost for this movement is about 121 ms while
SWIFT spends about 3375 ms. For a better view of the object
movement, Fig. 11(a) presents the object trajectory viewed from
the axis that is perpendicular to da and the vector from the de-
sired state to the initial state. The red is the object a, the black is
the object b in its initial state, and the blue is the object b in its
final state. The dotted contours represent the enlarged diameter,
which is 1.5 mm, for the sake of protection, and the magenta is
the trajectory of the objects b. The attraction controller pushes
the object b directly to its desired state and the two objects
collide in the process, with the detach controller immediately
activated to separate them. The contact point lies on the side
face and the detach force pushes toward the direction perpen-
dicular to da and the side face with substantial margin generated
between objects. After the detachment’s effect is counteracted,
the attraction controller continues to move the object b to its
desired state. The rest of Fig. 11 are the states and forces versus
time, and at about 3.5 s, the objects’ collision is reflected in the
state and force change.
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Fig. 9. Object configurations at 0, 2, 3.5, 4, 6, 10, and 20 s. The first row is the figures in the view of microscope i and the second row is of
microscope j.

Fig. 10. Planar contours on the projection plane in movements. (a) initialized state; (b)–(h) are at 1, 2, 3, 3.5, 4, 5, and 5.9 s.

Fig. 11. Experiment results. (a) the trajectory observed from the axis
that is parallel with da × (xd − x0); (b) the object state; (c) the forces to
drive the object.

VII. CONCLUSION

To improve the computational efficiency of collision detec-
tion for convex prisms without lowering accuracy, this pa-
per applies a projection method to detect 3-D collision by
means of their planar contours. We investigate the fast overlap
checking methods of five kinds of elementary shapes, classify
the 3-D detection into nine cases according to their relative
position and posture, and directly apply the efficient planar
detection instead of 3-D computation using a detecting while
projecting policy. For the collision occurrence, a detach con-
troller is introduced based on which part of the object the
contact point locates. In simulations, the proposed method is
compared with SWIFT, showing great advantages in time com-
plexity, and experiments carried out on the precision manip-
ulation platform demonstrate the validity of the detection and
controller.

Future research will consider collision prediction in terms of
probability based on object speed, projected contours, and re-
lated cases, which also facilitates collision alarm and avoidance
as well as the adaptation of the detach parameter.
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